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ABSTRACT: Magnetic particle hyperthermia (MPH) is a promising method for
cancer treatment using magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), which are subjected to an
alternating magnetic field for local heating to the therapeutic range of 41−45 °C. In
this window, the malignant regions (i.e., cancer cells) undergo a severe thermal
shock while healthy tissues sustain this thermal regime with significantly milder side
effects. Since the heating efficiency is directly associated with nanoparticle size,
MNPs should acquire the appropriate size to maximize heating together with
minimum toxicity. Herein, we report on facile synthetic controls to synthesize
MNPs by an aqueous precipitation method, whereby tuning the pH values of the
solution (9.0−13.5) results in a wide range of average MNP diameters from 16 to 76
nm. With respect to their size, the structural and magnetic properties of the MNPs
are evaluated by adjusting the most important parameters, i.e. the MNP surrounding
medium (water/agarose), the MNP concentration (1−4 mg mL−1), and the field
amplitude (20−50 mT) and frequency (103, 375, 765 kHz). Consequently, the maximum heating efficiency is determined for each
MNP size and set of parameters, outlining the optimum MNPs for MPH treatment. In this way, we can address the different heat
generation mechanisms (Brownian, Neél, and hysteresis losses) to different sizes and separate Brownian and hysteresis losses for
optimized sizes by studying the heat generation as a function of the medium viscosity. Finally, MNPs immobilized into agarose
solution are studied under low-field MPH treatment to find the optimum conditions for clinical applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) with typical sizes ranging
from 1 to 100 nm have been successfully applied in different
applications such as electronics, energy storage, sensing, water
purification, hybrid magnetic stents, and therapeutic plat-
forms.1−6 One of the most promising applications is magnetic
particle hyperthermia (MPH), defined as a least-invasive
cancer therapy exploiting heat generation (41−45 °C) by
MNPs when these are exposed to an alternating magnetic field
(80−800 kHz). In the quest of magnetic nanomaterials for
MPH, iron oxide is the material of choice thanks to good
biocompatibility and the ability of magnetite MNPs to address
various theranostic approaches simultaneously (e.g., contrast
agents in magnetic resonance imaging, drug-cargo carriers,
mechanical actuators, heating agents). Moreover, they follow a
well-known metabolic pathway in the human body.7,8

Specifically, iron oxide MNPs with superparamagnetic
behavior (MLF AS, MagForce Nanotechnologies AG, Berlin,
Germany, 15 nm) have been approved for clinical trials on
patients with glioblastoma multiforme9−11 or prostate
cancer.12,13

Various routes for synthesizing iron oxide nanoparticles have
been proposed over the past decades, where MNPs can be
prepared either by top-down or bottom-up methodologies.14

The aqueous precipitation method is a bottom-up, cost-
effective, fast process and easily expandable to an industrial
level.15,16 Compared to other synthetic routes, the precip-
itation pathway is generally preferred due to its high yield,
facile control, and very-low-cost production.17 Moreover, the
reagents for the preparation of magnetite nanoparticles are
nontoxic and eco-friendly. It is the simplest method to prepare
MNPs from salt(s), forming Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions in water.
Moreover, fine-tuning of the synthesis (temperature, pH,
pressure, and reaction time) allows for controlling size,
polydispersity, phase, and surface chemistry of the resultant
MNPs.18−20

However, one of the challenges using magnetic nanomateri-
als for MPH is to induce the highest heating efficiency to
reduce dosage and subsequent toxicity.21 There are different
ways to improve the heat release: (a) the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy of MNPs (b) the MNP size, (c) the dosage and the
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medium of MNPs, and (d) MPH parameters such as the AC
field amplitude and frequency. The heating efficiency strongly
correlates with the magnetic features of the MNPs, such as
magnetization and coercive field, which in turn depend on
size.22−24 Magnetite nanoparticles exhibit superparamagnetic
(SPM) behavior at physiological temperature, for particle
diameters of up to 20−25 nm. An increase of the MNP
diameter leads to single-domain MNPs with ferromagnetic
(FM) behavior up to diameters of ∼70−90 nm, where MNPs
turn to multidomain (MD) magnetic configurations.25 The
losses in the SPM regime are attributed to Neél and Brownian
loss mechanisms. With increasing average MNP size, the
prevailing heating mechanism originates from the hysteresis
losses, suggesting that the heat in the FM MNPs is produced
by their hysteresis loops.26,27 Thus, with respect to their size,
MNPs produce heat due to different mechanisms.
Another approach to further optimize the heating efficiency

may be achieved by tuning the MNP−medium parameters
such as dosage (namely MNP concentration) and the viscosity
of the medium based on a water/agarose solution. In clinical
practice, the iron concentration typically varies between 0.5
and 8.0 mg mL−1 in in vitro studies.28,29 At higher
concentration, the shorter the interparticle distance between
MNPs, the greater their dipolar interaction with a direct
impact on eventual heat release.30,31 Further, recent studies
have shown that the heating efficiency changes as a function of
the viscosity of the medium.32−35 However, there have been
only a few studies addressing the different heating mechanisms
as a function of medium viscosity.36,37 Finally, for a given set of
particle size, magnetic anisotropy, dipolar interactions, and the
medium, the external field amplitude and frequency should
match the MNP features for the largest heat release in MPH.
Using an optimized set of parameters, heat release can be
tuned by adjusting the field amplitude or frequency. In most
studies, the range of the frequencies and AC fields are between
80 and 800 kHz and betweem 1 and 60 mT, respectively.38−41

Considering the interplay of all these parameters, we study
here magnetite MNPs in a wide size range for improvement
and optimization of the heating efficiency. The medium and
the field are varied to cover the wide parameter range of MPH.
First, magnetite MNPs with diameters of 16−76 nm are
synthesized by chemical precipitation (SPM to FM size range)
by tuning the pH value from 9 to 13.5 (Scheme 1a). The
crystal structure, average size, and morphology were evaluated
by X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), and high-resolution TEM (HRTEM), while the
collective magnetic features were recorded by DC magneto-
metry. Eventually, magnetic particle hyperthermia was
conducted by adjusting medium parameters, concentration
(1−4 mg mL−1), type (water/agarose), or the AC field
amplitude (20−50 mT) and frequency (103, 375, 765 kHz), as
shown in Scheme 1b. Accordingly, with respect to the MNP
size, the heating efficiency is determined and optimized for
certain sets of parameters, outlining the feasibility of size
dependences on heat generation. The particle size and
concentration play an important role to control the heat rate
in the MPH, while the viscosity of the medium affects the
heating mechanisms. The highlight of the current work is the
determination and evaluation of the heating efficiency
optimum conditions for further biomedical applicability.
Although in water the specific loss power is substantially
larger when compared to high concentrations of phantoms of
agarose mimicking tissues, we successfully circumvent this by

disentangling relaxation and hysteresis losses in by particle
(size) and field (amplitude/frequency), holding the biomedical
constraint field-frequency criterion (Hf ≤ 109 A m−1 s−1).

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Synthesis of MNPs. Magnetite nanoparticles were

synthesized by an oxidative aqueous precipitation method of
iron salts following a typical route described in detail in a
previous study.42 The size of MNPs was controlled through the
nature of sodium hydroxide (NaOH). First, a solution of
sodium nitrate (NaNO3; 0.2 M) was mixed with ethanol and
water (1:1 ratio). This initial solution we call solution A in the
following. Second, a mixture of iron(II) sulfate heptahydrate
(FeSO4·7H2O; 0.2 M) and sulfuric acid (H2SO4; 0.01 M) were
added to solution A and rigorously stirred. During the mixture,
NaOH (0.4 M) solution was added drop by drop to stabilize
the chosen pH value (pH 9.0−13.5, Table 1). The final
solution was heated to 90 °C for 3 h. Subsequently, the
solution was cooled to room temperature. Finally, the solid was
separated by magnetic decantation and washed several times
with distilled water.
MNPs were dispersed into agarose gel to examine the

heating mechanisms during MPH. Agarose gel thereby
prevents movement of MNPs during the experiment. In a
typical procedure, 4 mg of MNPs and agarose content (varying
from 2.5 to 30 mg) were added to 1 mL of deionized water.
Then, the solution was sonicated for 3 min. Afterward, the
solution was placed in a water bath at 84 °C for 10 min under
continuous stirring. Finally, the agarose gel was obtained by
rapid cooling the liquid in an ice bath.

Scheme 1. (a) Generation of Magnetite MNPs by Chemical
Coprecipitation for Differently Sized MNPs from 16 to 76
nm by Choosing the pH Value from 9.0 to 13.5 during
Synthesis and (b) MPH Conducted by Adjusting Medium
Parameters: Concentration (1−4 mg mL−1), Type (Water/
Agarose), or AC Field Amplitude (20-50 mT) and
Frequency (103, 375, 765 kHz)
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2.2. Characterization of MNPs. The crystal structure of
the MNPs was identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a
two-cycle Rigaku Ultima+ X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα
radiation operating at 40 kV and 30 mA. The increment of
angle 2θ was kept constant at 0.05°, while data acquisition
dwell time was set at 3 s in Bragg−Brentano geometry. To
investigate the morphology, size, and microstructure of the
MNPs and their distributions, samples for transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) were prepared by drop-casting
the colloidal dispersions onto carbon-coated Cu grids after
sonication for 1 h in water. TEM and high-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) were performed with a JEOL 2011 UHR
microscope with a 0.194 nm point resolution operated at
200 kV. Magnetic hysteresis loops (major loops at ±3 T and
minor loops from ±20 to ±50 mT corresponding to the AC
magnetic field in MPH) were recorded at 300 K by vibrating
sample magnetometry (VSM) in a Quantum Design Dynacool
PPMS system.

2.3. Magnetic Hyperthermia. Three different induction
heating setup systems were used for magnetic heating
operating at 765 kHz (SPG-10 Ultrahigh Frequency Induction
Heating Machine, Shuangping Corporation) and 375 kHz (2.4
kW Easyheat/Ambrell), respectively. Hyperthermia experi-
ments at low frequency (103.6 kHz) were performed using a
MagneTherm device (Nanotherics). The amplitude of the
magnetic field varied from 20 to 50 mT. The temperature was
recorded by using a GaAs-based optical fiber probe. Each
measurement cycle included a heating and a cooling stage. The
heating efficiency is quantified by the specific loss power (SLP)
determined as the power absorption per unit mass of magnetic
material (in W g−1) following a standardized procedure as
described in a previous work43 to provide reliable, reproducible
SLP values solely of magnetic origin using the equation

(1)

where C is the volumetric specific heat capacity of the sample,
mf is the mass of the dispersion, mMNPs is the magnetic
nanoparticle (magnetite) mass in the colloidal dispersion, and
ΔΤ/Δt is the average value of the maximum slope at the initial
stage of heating after switching on the AC magnetic field. The
heating rate was determined from heating curves after the
adiabatic corrections.43

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Structure and Magnetism of MNPs. The structure

of the MNPs was determined by XRD, as shown in Figure 1.
All samples have the inverse spinel structure of iron oxides,
with strong similarities among them, as clearly outlined by the
presence of magnetite peaks with the major one corresponding
to the (311) reflection of bulk magnetite. Additional

characteristic reflections of magnetite at (220), (222), (400),
(422), (440), (511), and (440) are also present (PDF #75-
0033). Narrow and well-defined diffraction peaks are indicative
of the high level of crystallinity of MNPs. It was found that the
crystallite size of MNPs varied from 14 to 71 nm as shown in
Table 1 by implementing the Scherrer equation (2)

(2)

where λ is the wavelength of X-rays, β is the width (full width
at half-maximum) of the X-ray diffraction peak in radians, and
θ is the Bragg angle.
TEM and HRTEM imaging and selected area electron

diffraction (SAED) analysis were utilized for the morphological
and structural characterization of the MNPs at the nanoscale
(Figure 2). As shown in the TEM images of Figures 2a−e,
MNPs that were prepared using different pH values exhibit a
wide range of sizes (16−76 nm) and shapes (cuboids to
spheroids). The size distributions of the MNPs are collected in
Figure S1. TEM observations reveal that the size of the MNPs
increases with increasing pH value. This phenomenon is due to
larger quantities of OH− included in the double-layered
hydroxide structure of the green rust.44,45 The mixture of
ferrous and ferric iron hydroxides based on the brucite
Fe(OH)2 layers is referred as green rust, where part of Fe2+ is
oxidized to Fe3+ and anions and water molecules are in the
interlaminar space.46 Thus, on increasing the OH− (high pH
values), the MNPs are grown by slow diffusion of Fe(OH)2
species to the primary particles as a result of larger magnetite
particles.

Table 1. Overview of Morphological and Magnetic Features of MNPs for Variable pH Values of the Synthesis. All data refer to
300 K.

pH dTEM (nm)a dXRD (nm)b μοHC (mT) Ms (A m2 kg−1) Mr (A m2 kg−1) Mr/Ms

13.5 76 ± 35 71 ± 16 5.2 85 3.6 0.042
12.0 37 ± 20 34 ± 14 7.4 81 6.2 0.077
11.0 34 ± 15 31 ± 12 8.4 77 7.7 0.100
10.0 20 ± 12 19 ± 10 7.4 76 7.5 0.098
9.0 16 ± 10 14 ± 10 1 59 0.7 0.011

aAs derived from TEM. bAs derived from XRD using Scherrer’s formula.

Figure 1. XRD of magnetite MNPs with varying particle sizes of 16 to
76 nm using Cu Kα radiation.
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In contrast, with a decrease in the OH− (low pH values), the
MNPs grow much faster, creating small particles. Moreover,
the shapes of the MNPs are, generally, cuboctahedra for pH
values >11 (Figure 2a,b), while lower pH values (pH ≤ 11)
lead to faceted shapes of the MNPs (Figures 2c−e). Faster
growth of [100] or [110] crystallographic directions, due to
lower surface energies over the [111] direction, lead to
cuboctahedra or faceted shapes, respectively.47,48

In Figure 2f, a typical SAED pattern common for all cases of
the MNPs is shown, exhibiting spotty diffraction rings that
imply the single-crystalline nature of randomly oriented MNPs.
The d spacing values of the crystal planes measured from the
SAED rings in reciprocal space, namely the (111), (220),
(331), (400), (422), (511), and (440) planes, correspond to
the cubic spinel structure of the magnetite phase. Moreover,
HRTEM imaging of individual MNPs (Figures 2g,h),
regardless of the pH value, confirmed that the d spacing
values measured in real space from the MNPs belong indeed to
the magnetite phase, while the single-crystalline nature of the
MNPs is evident. The small difference between particle size
and crystallite size (Table 1) confirms the single-crystalline
nature of the samples.
Figure 3a shows hysteresis loops for 16−76 nm MNPs at

room temperature (300 K) under an externally applied

magnetic field of ±1 T. It important to know that the
saturation magnetization and coercive field increase with the
particle size.20 The bulk value of saturation magnetization of
magnetite at room temperature is 92 A m2 kg−1, as shown by
the shaded band in Figure 3b.49 Starting from small MNPs
with an average diameter of 16 nm, the saturation magnet-

Figure 2. (a−e) TEM images of the MNPs, prepared at pH values of
13.5, 12.0, 11.0, 10.0, and 9.0, respectively, showing their morphology
and sizes on an identical scale. (f) Typical SAED ring pattern from the
sample prepared at pH 9, corresponding to all cases, where the
reflections of the main crystal planes of the magnetite lattice are
denoted. (g, h) HRTEM images of individual MNPs, from the
samples prepared at pH values of 12.0 and 11.0, respectively,
illustrating the high crystallinity of the MNPs, where the interplanar
spacings of the (111) planes (0.485 nm) of magnetite are clearly
resolved.

Figure 3. (a) Hysteresis loops for 16−76 nm MNPs measured under
±1 T. The insets show a magnification around zero field. (b) Size
dependence of saturation magnetization (blue spheres) and coercive
field (red spheres). The expected ranges of the superparamagnetic
(SPM), single-domain (SD), and multidomain (MD) regions are
indicated.
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ization was 59 A m2 kg−1 and the remanence magnetization
and the coercive field were almost zero (Table 1).
Overall, we obtain a reduction of the saturation magnet-

ization as compared to the bulk value of magnetite. This
phenomenon could arise from the bare surface resulting from
the reduced number of nearest-neighbor oxygen atoms
surrounding the octahedral iron, which is 5 instead of 6 as in
bulk magnetite.50 Another reason for this reduction of
saturation magnetization could be ascribed to surface spin
disorder or collective oscillation.51 Such a reduction of the
saturation magnetization is in good agreement with the
previous works presenting size-dependent magnetization
data.52,53 For MNPs with sizes of 20−76 nm, the saturation
magnetization increases from 76 to 85 A m2 kg−1, as shown in
Figure 3b. Nonetheless, we obtain Ms values close to those of
bulk magnetite. Concerning the remanent magnetization, the
obtained squareness Mr/Ms values (Table 1) are very small
(Mr/Ms ≤ 0.1), much smaller than those expected for
noninteracting randomly oriented nanoparticles with uniaxial
Mr/Ms (∼0.5) or cubic magnetic anisotropy (Mr/Ms ≈ 0.83) at
low temperatures, according to the Stoner−Wohlfarth model.
This reduction in the remanence of the nanoparticles can be
attributed to the effect of the dipolar interactions between the
nanoparticles.54−56 The coercive field is almost constant (7.4
to 8.4 mT for MNPs with sizes of 20 and 34 nm, respectively),
as shown in Figure 3b. Beyond the maximum coercive field
value, there is a reduction from 8.4 to 5.2 mT for MNPs with
sizes of 34 and 76 nm, respectively. The reduction in the
coercive field values is close to the reported value (10−5 mT),
considering that the magnetization reversal takes place by a
coherent mechanism following the Stoner−Wohlfarth model.49

These results confirm that the small MNPs (16 nm) exhibit
typical SPM behavior, while when the size is increased (>16
nm) the MNPs are in a ferromagnetic state (single-domain
(SD) region). The same behavior as a function of size from
SPM to ferromagnetic behavior is in good agreement with a
previous work.57 For the largest MNPs of a median size of 76
nm, the size distribution is broad, as shown in Figure S1a, and
it presents a large standard deviation, as indicated in Table 1.
Considering that their volume is large as compared to the
smaller sizes in this sample, the magnetic hysteresis loop is
dominated by the large particles and thus shows, effectively, a
decreasing coercive field.58,59 Thus, the larger particles (76
nm) are expected to be in a multidomain (MD) state.

3.2. Magnetic Particle Hyperthermia: Effect of
Concentration. The proposed MNP dosage is crucial for
an MPH treatment not only for the ultimate heating efficiency
but also for side effects and toxicity.60 A MNP solution may be
implemented in clinical protocols, provided it successfully
achieves the hyperthermia window of 41−45 °C. To examine
indicative dosage schemes, three different concentrations (4, 2,
and 1 mg mL−1) were examined for hyperthermia conditions
765 kHz/30 mT. As can be seen in Figure S2a−c, all samples
successfully enter in the hyperthermia window at a higher
concentration (4 mg mL−1), but when the concentration
decreases, samples with sizes of 76 nm (1, 2 mg mL−1) and 16
nm (1 mg mL−1) cannot overcome this limit. The results for
the heating rate as a function of MNP concentration are
presented in Figure 4a. Higher heating rates directly
correspond to more efficient heating. When the heating rate
is below 0.06 °C s−1 (yellow window in Figure 4a), the samples
cannot reach the hyperthermia window. As can be seen, the
heating rate increases when the concentration increases from 1

to 4 mg mL−1 for all samples. The highest heating rates appear
in MNPs with sizes of 34 and 37 nm, as shown in Figure 4a in
blue and red, respectively.
However, increasing the size further to 76 nm leads to

strongly reduced heating rates. Considering that the MNPs are
in the MD size regime, as discussed above, the heating rate
decreases, since the MNPs reverse magnetization by domain
wall motion.61,62 Another factor that reduces the heating rate is

Figure 4. (a) Heating rate as a function of the MNP concentration
(765 kHz/30 mT). (b) SLP values against MNP sizes for varying
concentrations (1−4 mg mL−1). (c) SLP values as a function of MNP
sizes at two different frequencies, 375 kHz (blue color) and 765 kHz
(red color). The MNP concentration was kept constant at 4 mg mL−1.
Lines are guides to the eye.
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the colloidal stability in water solution due to the large volume
of MNPs. Before the hyperthermia measurements, the large
MNPs were precipitating to the bottom of the vial while the
other samples formed stable aqueous suspensions (Figure 4a
inset). This means that the heating rates would be different at
the bottom and the center of the vial. Indeed, a previous work
has shown that the time needed to reach the hyperthermia
limit on the bottom is 8 times faster than that of the top of the
vial.63

In all cases, SLP values derived as a function of size were
calculated following eq 1 for different MNP concentrations.
Note that SLP values are directly proportional to the heating
rate (ΔT/Δt). The SLP values increase with increasing
concentration of MNPs from 1 to 4 mg mL−1 in all cases
apart from large MNPs (76 nm), as shown in Figure 4b. For
large MNPs, no change was detected, which is likely due to a
decreased colloidal stability of MNPs, as discussed above.
MNPs between 16 and 37 nm are more isolated from each
other at low concentrations, since the interparticle dipolar
interaction decreases quickly with distance d (proportional to
d−3), and SLP values decrease.64 In contrast, when the
concentration of MNPs increases, the interparticle distance
decreases and thereby the dipolar interactions increase in the
ferrofluid.65,66 This behavior is confirmed by the increase of
the heating efficiency from lower (1 mg mL−1) to higher
concentration (4 mg mL−1). On examining the heating rate for
different sizes, the slope ΔT/Δt strongly depends on MNP size
(Figure 4a). Focusing on the higher concentration of 4 mg
mL−1, it was observed that the SLP values increase with size
from 16 to 34 nm, while further increase in dimensions causes
a reduction in the SLP values (Figure 4c, red symbols). This
means that dipolar coupling becomes more important, in line
with the increasing magnetic stray field strength per particle.67

However, the highest SLP values were obtained for 34 and
37 nm with values of 1450 and 1050 W g−1, respectively, under
an AC field of 765 kHz/30 mT. Such behavior may be
attributed to the influence of the dipolar interaction in water
solutions.68 When the MNPs are stabilized into agarose gel, the
release of the heat varies dramatically with respect to their size.
Changing the viscosity of the medium affects the different
heating mechanisms of MNPs as a function of size. The same
tendency (but less pronounced) of the SLP values as a
function of size was also obtained at the lower frequency of
375 kHz (Figure 4c, blue symbols). However, there is a clear
reduction of the SLP values with decreasing frequency. This
behavior is in good agreement with previous works which have
shown that the heating efficiency scales linearly with the
frequency.34,69−71

For clinical applications, the challenge is to achieve the
hyperthermia limit of 41−45 °C using a product field
amplitude × frequency lower than 5 × 109 A m−1 s−1.72,73

For 765 kHz/30 mT, this product is much higher than this
limit. Considering the value of 103 kHz used e.g. for medical
treatment, experiments were focused on the samples with
higher heating rate/shorter time to reach the hyperthermia
limit in order to improve their heating under low-field
conditions. From now on, we focus on the samples with
sizes ranging from 16 to 37 nm with the higher heating rate
and concentration of 4 mg mL−1. The larger MNPs (76 nm)
were not further investigated due to their lower heating rate.

3.3. Magnetic Particle Hyperthermia: Effect of the
Field Amplitude. The magnetic losses strongly depend on
the properties of MNPs and may be determined experimentally

by measuring hysteresis loops.74 The minor loop area is
presented in Figure 5a−d from the smallest MNPs (16 nm) to
the 37 nm sample. In all cases, the area of hysteresis loops
increases with increasing DC applied field from 20 to 50 mT.
Small MNPs (16 nm) have extremely narrow loops and low
squareness due to the SPM behavior as described above. By
increasing the size from 20 to 34 nm, the minor loop areas
become wider as compared to the smallest ones. However, as
the size of MNPs increases (>34 nm), the area of the minor
loops and the magnetization decrease. Thus, the hysteresis
loops change as a function of both the size and the applied
magnetic field. Thus, it is very crucial to be able to evaluate the
hysteresis losses as a function of the applied field and the size
of MNPs.
First, the hysteresis loop area of each sample during one

cycle of the magnetic field was calculated according to eq 375

(3)

where M(H) is the field-dependent MNPs magnetization and
μοHmax is the amplitude of the magnetic field. The hysteresis
losses were estimated using the eq 471

(4)

where area A is the energy loss per cycle and f is the frequency.
The area of DC magnetic measurements could be used to
estimate the maximum available energy (A) generated every
time the field reverses.76−78 Hysteresis losses (in W g−1) were
determined from minor loops after multiplying loop surfaces
by the corresponding frequency. Thus, the hysteresis losses
calculated using the minor loops proved to be a good indicator
to qualitatively compare the heating efficiency of different
nanoparticle systems.79 Figure 6a (open symbols) shows the
results of the hysteresis losses using a frequency of 375 kHz.
Starting from MNPs with a size of 16 nm, the values from
hysteresis losses were too low (up to ∼90 W g−1) because the
area of the minor loops becomes extremely small due to SPM
behavior. On the other hand, the hysteresis losses for MNP
sizes of 20, 34, and 37 nm vary from 50 to 175 W g−1, 85 to
300 W g−1 ,and 75 to 240 W g−1 with an applied field
amplitude of 20−50 mT, respectively. For a better under-
standing of the differences in heating efficiency as a function of
the applied field, hyperthermia measurements were taken as a
function of the external field (20−50 mT) using a frequency of
375 kHz while the MNP concentration was kept constant at 4
mg mL−1. The complete set of heating curves in 20−50 mT are
presented in Figure S3. Different values are observed on
comparing the results between hyperthermia and hysteresis
loss measurements, as shown in Figure 6a (closed and open
symbols). This means that there are different heat mechanisms
as a function of size. However, DC hysteresis losses have the
same tendency as AC hyperthermia measurements.
The field-amplitude-dependent SLP appeared to be linear at

the lower frequency of 150 kHz, while at higher frequencies
(over 300 kHz) there is a deviation from the linear response.80

Thus, the SLP values follow the expected square dependence
with respect to the external field.22 More specifically, the
dependence of the SLP values as a function of the applied field
can be described by following eqs 5 and 681,82 where the factor
a, the coefficient between SLP and H2, is derived

(5)
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(6)

where H is the magnetic field, Ms is the saturation
magnetization, V is the volume of MNPs, τΝ is the Neél
relaxation time, f is the frequency, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, ρ
is the density of MNPs, T is the temperature, η is the medium
viscosity, and r is the radius of MNPs.
Figure 6b shows the effect of factor a as a function of particle

size fitting eq 5. The factor depends on the size and the
magnetic profile of the MNPs.83,84 More specifically, the a
factor increases from the SPM to the SD region as shown in
Figure 6b. One possible explanation for this behavior is that
the SLP value is independent of the medium for small MNPs
according to the eq 6. Thus, the main heating mechanism in
the SPM region is the Neél relaxation due to internal friction
between the crystal lattice and the rotating magnetic spins. In
contrast, the medium of MNPs affects only the larger MNPs
(>19 nm) according to eq 6. More specifically, the SLP value is
inversely proportional to the liquid viscosity for large MNPs.
This means that , in a system with low viscosity such as water,
the Brownian heating mechanism is significant due to the
friction between the rotating MNPs and the surrounding
medium.

Figure 5.Minor magnetic hysteresis loops as a function of the applied
DC field from 20 to 50 mT at room temperature for MNP sizes of (a)
16 nm, (b) 20 nm, (c) 34 nm, and (d) 37 nm.

Figure 6. (a) SLP values and DC-hysteresis losses scaled to 375 kHz
as a function of field for different MNP sizes from 16 to 37 nm. The
concentration was 4 mg mL−1. (b) Fitted factor a as a function of
particle size. The line is a guide to the eye.
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It is important to mention that heat production mechanisms
change depend on the size of MNPs as shown in Figure 5. For
MNPs with SPM behavior, Neél relaxation dominates due to
internal friction between the crystal lattice and the rotating
magnetization. On increasing the size from the SPM to the
ferromagnetic (FM) SD size regime, Brownian relaxation
comes into play due to the friction between the rotating
nanoparticles and the surrounding medium. The MNPs rotate
in the ferrofluid while their magnetic moments remain fixed
relative to the crystal orientation. For even larger MNPs,
hysteresis losses are additionally contributing to the heating.
Whenever a hysteresis loop is concluded, its area, correspond-
ing to energy, is converted to heat. First, to explain the Neél or
Brownian heating mechanism from the SPM to the SD region,
magnetic hyperthermia measurements were taken (375 kHz/
50 mT) for particle sizes from 16 to 37 nm, varying the
viscosity of the medium using different agarose concentration
from 2.5 to 30 mg mL−1 to restrict the MNP mobility in the
medium (Figure 7a). In all cases, the concentration of MNPs
was kept constant at 4 mg mL−1. As can be seen in Figure 7a,
the SLP values remain stable in small MNPs (16 nm),
indicating that the heating mechanism is independent of the
viscosity of the medium. This behavior indicates that the Neél
relaxation mechanism is the dominant heating mechanism. For
larger MNP diameters, the SLP values decrease with respect to

the agarose concentration. This is due to the decreasing
mobility of the MNPs in the medium, i.e. Brownian relaxation
due to the physical rotation of the particles becoming more
difficult.85 However, the SLP values are constant above an
agarose concentration of 20 mg mL−1 likely because the
Brownian pathway is blocked, and another heating mechanism
is dominant. Thus, heat generation via physical rotation is
important at low viscosities and contributes about 50% to the
SLP value.
From the above analysis, the question arises as to which is

the dominant heating mechanism at higher agarose concen-
trations. Figure 7b summarizes the hysteresis losses at 50 mT
and the SLP values in water and agarose (25 mg mL−1) at at
MNP concentration of 4 mg mL−1 (50 mT/375 kHz). By a
direct comparison of hysteresis losses with magnetic hyper-
thermia measurements in water/agarose solution, the resem-
blance is unambiguous. Starting from MNPs with size of 16
nm, the values from hysteresis losses are basically zero due to
the SPM behavior. However, the SLP values are higher than
the magnetic losses and they have similar values in water and
agarose. In this case, the Neél relaxation mechanism dominates
due to internal friction between the crystal lattice and the
rotating magnetization. Thus, the heat generation is
independent of the medium viscosity. Further, with increasing
size, a drastic decrease of SLP values was shown for MNP sizes
from 20 to 37 nm oncomparing water and agarose media of
different viscosities. It is observed that, by embedding the
MNPs into high agarose concentration (>15 mg mL−1), SLP
values are found to be similar to the values of hysteresis losses.
As a result, we expect to suppress or at least strongly reduce
the Brownian losses due to the absence of the particle
movement during MPH measurements. These results clearly
reveal that the best strategy to enhance the heating efficiency,
with respect to MNP size, is to increase the frequency and the
AC field. Moreover, the heating rate of MNPs was improved
by tuning their concentration. When the MNP size increases
from the SPM to SD region, the heating mechanisms change,
resulting in tunable heating efficiencies. However, we must
note that the viscosity of the medium plays a crucial role in
which heating mechanism is dominant. It was observed that
SD particles have better heating efficiency than the SPM
particles on decreasing the viscosity of the medium due to the
Brown mechanism.

3.4. Low-Field Magnetic Particle Hyperthermia
Measurements for Clinical Applications. The challenge
for clinical applications is to tune the features of MNPs or to
tune the applied magnetic field/frequency to achieve the
hyperthermia limit 41−45 °C and to avoid overheating of
healthy tissues. In the biological microenvironment, however,
the MNPs can be immobilized in cells and as a result decrease
their heating efficiency due to the Brown mechanism.34,86,87

Thus, it is important to examine immobilized MNPs under
hyperthermia measurements to find the optimum conditions
for safe biological treatments. Additionally, for clinical trials
there is a threshold where the maximum value of the product
amplitude field × frequency should be less than 5 × 109 A m−1

s−1 to avoid neuromuscular electrostimulation and heat by
eddy currents.88−90

According to the biological safety criteria, hyperthermia
measurements were taken using a frequency of 103.6 kHz and
applied magnetic fields varying from 20 to 40 mT. The
biological microenvironment significantly influences the
magnetic response of nanoparticles and can suppress Brownian

Figure 7. (a) SLP values as a function of agarose concentration
varying from 2.5 to 30 mg mL−1 for diameters between 16 and 37 nm.
(b) SLP values in two different media (water/agarose) at an MNP
concentration of 4 mg mL−1 (50 mT/375 kHz) and hysteresis losses
at a DC applied field of 50 mT (red dots) versus different MNP sizes
from 16 to 37 nm.
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relaxation.91 Thus, an agarose gel solution was used at a
concentration of 2.5 mg mL−1 because it mimics the
microstructure of soft tissues92 and immobilizes the MNPs
into the agarose matrix, while the concentration of MNPs was
kept constant at 4 mg mL−1. In these experiments, the product
H × f ranges from 1.6 × 109 to 3.3 × 109 A m−1 s−1 for applied
magnetic fields ranging from 20 to 40 mT and a frequency of
103.6 kHz. Starting from the highest fields (40 and 30 mT), all
of the samples reached the hyperthermia limit 41−45 °C, while
the AC field was applied for 480 s (Figure 8a and Figure S4a).

By decreasing the field to 20 mT (Figure S4b), only the
samples with sizes of 34 and 37 nm overcome the
hyperthermia region. That means, in a real clinical scenario
MNPs with sizes from 16 to 37 nm could be used for
hyperthermia treatment using magnetic fields of 30 and 40 mT.
The SLP values under low-field conditions as a function of size
are shown in Figure 8b. SLP values increased when the applied
magnetic field was increased from 20 to 40 mT in all cases of
samples, as shown in Figure 8b in black and red, respectively.
However, the lowest increase of SLP values was observed for

an applied field of 20 mT for all samples. The above results, for
immobilized MNPs in agarose solution, present that the MNPs
from 16 to 37 nm can be used in hyperthermia treatment in a
real clinical scenario when the magnetic field is greater than 20
mT to reach the therapeutic window of 41−45 °C.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, magnetite MNPs were prepared by a
coprecipitation method, which is an eco-friendly approach
with facile synthetic control. XRD patterns and TEM/HRTEM
images established that MNPs are single-crystalline magnetite
nanoparticles of various sizes. The size of MNPs was adjusted
from 16 to 76 nm by setting the pH values of the solutions
from 9.0 to 13.5. The magnetic responses of MNPs were
evaluated with respect to their size. Magnetic measurements
reveal that smallest MNPs are superparamagnetic, the medium
sizes are single-domain ferromagnets, and the largest MNPs are
at the transition to a multidomain. Magnetic hyperthermia
measurements were conducted as a function of sample features
(concentration, medium) and field conditions (amplitude,
frequency). First, the dosage of MNPs was examined by
varying the concentration from 1 to 4 mg mL−1. Hyperthermia
measurements have shown that the effective heating, as
expressed by SLP values, tends to increase with MNP
concentration in all cases of particle size. When the MNP
concentration is increased, the interparticle distances decrease
and thereby the dipolar interactions are enhanced, leading to
increasing SLP values. The best heating results have been
obtained in the ferromagnetic, single-domain region. More
specifically, the maximum SLP values were obtained for a
concentration of 4 mg mL−1 (1450 and 1050 W g−1 for 34 and
37 nm at 765 kHz/30 mT, respectively). Afterward, the AC
field hyperthermia conditions were examined for two
frequencies (375 and 765 kHz) and AC fields ranging from
20 to 50 mT. The hyperthermia measurements reveal that the
heating efficiency increases as a function of frequency.
Analogously, the AC field amplitude also promotes higher
SLP values by increasing the size from SPM to FM. The
heating efficiency is proportional to the square of the applied
field (H2) for MNPs sizes from 16 to 37 nm. Importantly, the
fitted factor of the H2 dependence has been related to the
magnetic profile of the MNPs and the viscosity of the medium,
confirming different heating mechanisms. To analyze the
mechanisms of heating, MNPs were measured in water and
agarose using identical hyperthermia conditions (375 kHz/50
mT). Moreover, hysteresis losses for minor loops from 20 to
50 mT were compared with the hyperthermia losses. The
experimental results show that, in the SPM regime, the heat
generation is mainly due to Neél relaxation. In contrast,
Brownian and hysteresis losses dominate for particle sizes from
20 to 37 nm with ferromagnetic behavior at room temperature.
Most importantly, we have shown that Brownian and
hysteresis losses contribute equally to the heating in this size
regime at low viscosities. With increasing medium (tissue)
viscosity, however, Brownian losses gradually decrease while
hysteresis losses remain as the dominant heating source in stiff
media. The above results confirm that the concentration of
MNPs and the frequency and amplitude of the applied field
should be handled differently with respect to MNP size and
eventually to their collective magnetic features, to promote
efficient heat delivery in magnetic hyperthermia schemes.
Finally, the heating efficiency of immobilized MNPs in agarose
solution under low-field conditions (30−40 mT/103 kHz)

Figure 8. (a) Inductive heating curves of differently sized MNPs at
103.6 kHz and a concentration of 4 mg mL−1 at various sizes from 16
to 37 nm and an applied magnetic field of 40 mT. (b) SLP values
under a low-field condition as a function of MNP size using three
different applied magnetic fields from 20 to 40 mT at a low frequency
of 103.6 kHz.
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using different sizes from 16 to 37 nm meets the requirements
of hyperthermia treatment for clinical application to avoid
neuromuscular electrostimulation and heat by eddy currents.
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